Reality
So far as his explanation goes, James is right when he implies that the sense of reality conveyed by the absorption in a poem does not give the poem an ontological status identical with the status possessed by the ordinary world. But while, for his purposes, this is all that James needs to say about the worlds of poetry, as contrasted with the world that for James and for the great majority of mankind is "a more real world," if we label the worlds of poetry "fictive," we shut the gate on the inquiry, precluding much needed enlightenment.
For us, the problem does not arise from the fact that absorption in the poem understand him?grounded his theory of our knowledge of the forms. Plato be lieved that we are endowed with the faculty of Reason, which trained in the proper moral and cognitive manner, could be brought to apprehend forms in their immaculate purity. Note that the platonic theory of forms that I am alluding to here is a simplified travesty. It is mentioned only to make the point that while I believe it is necessary to assert that forms have status in being that is more than nominal, I cannot agree with Plato that all forms can be apprehended by us in their full purity. When we come upon them, we find them informing matter. It is the substanced form, or the informed substance, that the poet offers us for our perception. Neither can a philosopher get at any other kind of poetry. The beauty of the Iliad, King Lear, and not to quarrel with James's taste, even Ivan
